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Analysis of mechanical cochlear responses to wide bands of random noise clarifies many effects of
cochlear nonlinearity. The previous paper@de Boer and Nuttall, J. Acoust. Soc. Am.107, 1497–1507
~2000!# illustrates how closely results of computations in a nonlinear cochlear model agree with
responses from physiological experiments. In the present paper results for tone stimuli are reported.
It was found that the measured frequency response for pure tones differs little from the frequency
response associated with a noise signal. For strong stimuli, well into the nonlinear region, tones have
to be presented at a specific level with respect to the noise for this to be true. In this report the
nonlinear cochlear model originally developed for noise analysis was modified to accommodate
pure tones. For this purpose the efficiency with which outer hair cells modify the basilar-membrane
response was made into a function of cochlear location based onlocal excitation. For each
experiment, the modified model is able to account for the experimental findings, within 1 or 2 dB.
Therefore, the model explains why the type of filtering that tones undergo in the cochlea is
essentially the same as that for noise signals~provided the tones are presented at the appropriate
level!. © 2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1428548#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Kc, 43.64.Bt@LMC#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the three preceding papers of the present series~de
Boer and Nuttall, 1997, 2000a, 2000b!, henceforth to be
called Part I, Part II, and Part III, respectively, results
experiments were reported on movements of the bas
membrane~BM! in the cochlea of the guinea pig. Measur
ments were done with a laser velocimeter, at a cochlear
cation showing tuning to frequencies in the region of 15
18 kHz. Measured responses were compared to the resp
of a suitably chosen nonlinear bio-mechanical model of
cochlea. In Parts II and III it was demonstrated that via ‘‘r
synthesis’’ this model can be given a response that clo
matches the response of the real cochlea. The analysi
cludes effects of model geometry~Part II! as well as genera
and subtle effects of nonlinearity in the cochlea due to va
tions in stimulus level~Part III!.

The basic stimulus signal in the experiments descri
was always wideband noise. This was so because we us
nonlinear cochlear model for which noise signals are o
mum stimuli. The mechanical variables and operations ac
in a cross section of that model are sketched in Fig. 1.
simplicity only one outer hair cell~OHC! is shown. Each
OHC has an input signal, the ciliary deflectiondcil(x,t),

a!Preliminary data on tone versus noise responses were reported at the
2000 Midwinter Meeting~Abstract No. 705!.

b!Electronic mail~new!: e.d.boer@hccnet.nl
c!Electronic mail: nuttall@ohsu.edu
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which is directly derived from the BM velocityvBM(x,t) by
the transformationH1. The dynamic variablex denotes po-
sition along the length of the model, andt is time; for reasons
of clarity these independent variables have been omi
from the figure. The transformationH1 is assumed to be
linear, but will be frequency- and location dependent.1 The
output signal of the OHCs is the local OHC pressu
pOHC(x,t). This pressure can be considered to arise fr
OHC motility, or, alternatively, as resulting from a reactio
force produced by the stereocilia; for the functioning of t
model these alternatives are equivalent. The press
pOHC(x,t) gives rise to anadditive componentpadd(x,t) of
the sound pressurep(x,t) near the BM, again via a linea
~and possibly location- and frequency-dependent! transfor-
mation,H2. In the case where OHC activity occurs via s
matic motility, most of the frequency selectivity involved i
the feedback loop will be included inH1. In the case where
active reactions of stereocilia are the main source of fe
back, the frequency selectivity will be more or less equa
divided betweenH1 andH2 ~because of reciprocity!. Over a
certain range of locations and frequencies the loop show
Fig. 1 produces positive feedback, whereby the press
padd(x,t) acts to enhance the response~‘‘local activity’’ !.
Transduction in the OHCs, from ciliary deflectiondcil(x,t) to
local OHC pressurepOHC(x,t), is described as a memoryles
compressive nonlinearity. In the model, the nonlinearity
the OHCs is considered to be responsible for all nonlin
mechanical effects that have been observed over the no

RO
97979/11/$19.00 © 2002 Acoustical Society of America
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operating range of the cochlea. Note that OHCs describe
memoryless nonlinearities are present throughout
cochlea, all embedded in structures with different freque
responses. This means that a model with memoryless no
earities can exhibit frequency-dependent nonlinearity.

The EQ-NL theorem can be applied to a nonline
model of this type~de Boer, 1997a!. This theorem is formu-
lated in terms of input-output cross-correlation functio
~ccfs! for wideband noise signals, and this is where the
quirement of using noise stimuli stems from.~A short de-
scription of the theorem can be found in Appendix A of P
III. ! All conclusions from the analysis relate only to r
sponses to wideband noise signals.

If the model of Fig. 1 is a valid model, it should b
equally well applicable to the case where stimuli are si
soidal signals. This is the subject studied in the present pa
The main characteristic of the model is that the degree
saturation is fully determined by thetotal signal dcil(x,t)
acting at the input of the OHCs. For a noise stimulus t
signal will contain many components, and will be~nearly!
Gaussian, but for sinusoidal stimulation it contains o
dominant component and a few weaker ones, and is n
Gaussian. Furthermore, strong pure tones and noise sig
have quite different distributions of the degree of OHC sa
ration over the length of the cochlea. For strong wideba
noise signals saturation is evenly distributed, whereas f
strong tone it is more localized to the region of the respo
peak.

Our hypothesis is that noise components and sinuso
signals are handled in an identical way when the aver
degree of saturation they evoke in the OHCs are the sa
We will investigate whether the same model, with the sa
parameters and the same nonlinearity, can predict respo
to sinusoidal signals as well as to noise signals. If it does,
can apply that model to the consideration of many m
types of signal than wideband flat-spectrum noise, to
mants and formant transitions in speech stimuli, for instan
Furthermore, the value of the model for predicting distorti
products on the basilar membrane can be studied. In non
these applications should it be necessary to resort to ti
domain computations.

FIG. 1. Signal transformations in a cross section of the model. See the
for the meaning of symbols.
980 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 2, February 2002
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II. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS: A STRATEGY

Let us first consider what happens to a single-freque
component of a noise signal inside the cochlea. The no
response has been measured at one locationx, and has been
analyzed into its frequency components.2 The lower curve in
Fig. 2 ~solid line! illustrates the amplitude of the wave pro
duced by one of the frequency components—as we imag
it to propagate in the cochlea. In this case the stimulus ha
low intensity~20 dB per octave!. The measured response h
been transformed to a function of locationx by assuming that
the cochlea ‘‘scales,’’ i.e., that different frequencies~f!
project to different locations~x! along the length of the
cochlea. In particular, we assume that the log of the f
quencyf transforms linearly to locationx @for more details
see de Boer and Nuttall~1999!#. The abscissa in Fig. 2 de
notes locationx starting at the stapes. The figure shows t
amplitude of the noise component at 16.7 kHz. Because
is a high frequency, and does not travel far, it is not nec
sary to make the model longer than 6 mm. The phase
omitted from the figure and is not considered in this repo3

For the solid line the noise signal was presented at 20
~SPL! per octave. For each frequency the spectral compon
is normalized with respect to the stapes velocity as if
stapes response were measured at the same frequency aat
the same spectral level. If the cochlea operates linearly, th
solid line of Fig. 2 will also show the response pattern o
16.7-kHzpure tone, at least when it is plotted normalized t
the stapes responsefor the same stimulus.

The BM velocity is seen to rise gradually with increa
ing x from the stapes location~x50!. In a spatial region that
is specific to the frequency, the BM velocity rises more ra

xt

FIG. 2. Propagation of a single component of a noise stimulus~16.8 kHz! in
a cochlear model. Amplitude of the response, corrected for the stape
sponse~see the text!. On the ordinate the ratio 1 corresponds to 0 d
Abscissa: distance from stapes/round-window location. Two stimulus lev
60 dB apart. For the lower one,~solid line! propagation is a linear process
For the higher one~dashed line! partial saturation causes nonlinearity.
E. de Boer and A. L. Nuttall: Tone and noise stimuli
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idly to reach a maximum. In that region the cochlear wave
amplified by the BM and its associated cell structures
positive feedback resulting from the loop shown in Fig.
After having passed that region the wave extinguishes
idly. In the peak region, size and form of the response
controlled by the feedback loop; outside the peak region
influence of the feedback is small. As stated above, the
tern is shown for the frequency 16.7 kHz. For a compon
or a tone with a higher frequency the response maxim
will lie more to the left, nearer to the stapes; for a low
frequency it will lie more to the right. Frequency- and plac
dependent properties of the BM and the feedback loop
responsible for this type of scaling.

With stronger stimulation the cochlea will react in
nonlinear way. While thesolid line in Fig. 2 shows the
propagation of the 16.7-kHz component of a noise sig
presented at 20 dB per octave, thedashedline shows the
response to a signal at 80 dB~SPL! per octave, transformed
by the same frequency-to-place~f-to-x! transformation. The
response is normalized with respect to the same stapes
response at 20 dB~SPL! per octave so that the leftmost pa
of the dashed curve lies 60 dB higher than the solid li
Clearly, the peak of the high-level response is depresse
size, the bandwidth is increased, and the location of
maximum has moved to the left. All three effects are we
known properties of cochlear nonlinearity. In terms of t
model, the nonlinear effects are attributed topartial satura-
tion of the outer hair cells~OHCs!.

For a strong wide band ofnoise, the average amplitude
of vibration of the BM will be about the same for all loca
tions along the length of the cochlea. Consequently,
OHCs will be excited to about the same extent, and will
saturated to about the same degree. The 80-dB response
tern shown by the dashed line in Fig. 2 is associated w
such an even distribution of saturation. For stimulation b
strong tone the situation is entirely different. In the initia
part of the wave, near the stapes, there will be only li
saturation because the wave amplitude is small. When
wave is nearing the peak, saturation becomes more and m
pronounced until it reaches a maximum at the response p
After the wave has passed the peak, saturation rapidly v
ishes. The tone response should show a peak of the s
general shape as a noise component when the degre
saturation are the same. It should be clear, now, that we h
to modify the formalism that we used to explain noise
sponses in order to accommodate tones. To explain n
responses by our nonlinear model, we used a coefficieng ,
signifying the degree of saturation,g51 for no saturation
andg50 for complete saturation~or absence of OHCs!. See
Part III of this series. The parameterg is independent ofx. In
the case of tone stimulation, we have to replace this b
functiong(x) of x. The local value ofg(x) reflects thelocal
excitation.

The principal questions we are asking and trying to
swer in this paper are:~a! What is the frequency response
the cochlea measured for tones compared to that for no
and ~b! Can the nonlinear model that we used to expl
noise responses be extended~in the way we just indicated! to
account for the data? Finally, there probably will be diffe
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 2, February 2002
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ences between the responses to tones and noise. Ca
explain these by the same mechanism?

III. DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING

We collected data on movements of the basilar me
brane~BM! in the basal turn of the guinea-pig cochlea wi
a laser velocimeter~see Nuttallet al., 1991 and Part I!.4 In
the earlier described experimentsbands of flat-spectrum
pseudorandom noisewere used as acoustical stimuli and t
velocity of the BM at a location tuned to a frequency b
tween 15 and 18 kHz was measured as a function of ti
One period of the noise signal contains 4096 samples,
sented at the rate of 208 kHz. As a consequence, the
quency components are spaced by 50.78 Hz. Noise-resp
data were collected in the form of input–output cros
correlation functions~ccfs!. For greater accuracy we co
lected ‘‘composite ccf spectra’’ responses; we this did
combining sections of ccf spectra measured with fl
spectrum stimuli of different bandwidths, central freque
cies, and intensities in the same animal. The high-freque
part was measured with a noise signal 1 octave wide, p
sented at stimulus levelL. In the lower frequency ranges th
cochlea is~nearly! linear, and filtered noise bands at high
stimulus levels could be used. See de Boer and Nu
~1999! for details. The resulting composite ccf spectrum re
resents the response to a noise signal that covers more th
octaves, from below 1 kHz to well over 40 kHz. The spect
level ~in dB SPL per octave! associated with the response
the level L employed in measuring the highest frequen
band.

Responses totones were gathered with sinusoida
stimuli. Tone bursts were 380 ms in duration, and had
default an abrupt onset. Except for extremely strong stim
well above the best frequency~BF! the abrupt onset had n
effect on amplitude and phase of the averaged response
verified that this was the case. All data, for noise and to
stimuli, are corrected for the stapes response.5 Tones were
presented in steps of 5 dB. In the processing of respon
data could be interpolated in steps of 1 dB.

As regards inverse solution and resynthesis, the ‘‘s
ized’’ three-dimensional model of Part III was used, with t
same parameters. The model equations were solved by
efficient solution method described by de Boer~1998!. The
inverse solution produces the BM impedance, to be deno
by ZBM(x,v), where the independent variablex is the longi-
tudinal coordinate of the model andv is constant~made
equal to 2p times the best frequency for low-level signals!.

IV. RESULTS I: THE MEASURED FREQUENCY
RESPONSE

Figure 3 shows a typical result, response amplitudes
tones and noise, plotted together as functions of freque
for experiment 9924. All noise response data are normali
by the stapes response measured with wideband noise
sented at 50 dB~SPL! per octave. Upper and lower parts o
the figure refer to two values for the noise stimulus level,
and 80 dB~SPL! per octave, respectively. Recall that th
981E. de Boer and A. L. Nuttall: Tone and noise stimuli
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responses have been measured at a cochlear location th
16.7 kHz as its best frequency for low stimulus levels.

Consider first the lowermost part of the figure; it repr
sents weak-signal stimulation. Thesolid line shows the am-
plitude of the frequency response for a wideband noise sig
presented at 50 dB~SPL! per octave. Each spectral comp
nent, when presented alone, would be equivalent to a ton
approx. 17 dB~SPL!. The data shown are derived from
‘‘composite-spectrum’’ file as described in Sec. III. For t
solid line the amplitude plotted corresponds to the ratio
BM velocity to stapes velocity. Thesmall circlesshow the
response to single pure tones presented at 40 dB~SPL!—
weak enough to render the cochlea linear. Forty-one frequ
cies distributed over two octaves were selected, and
sented one by one. The tone responses are shown scaled
each tone were presented at the same level~17 dB SPL! as
one component of the noise stimulus. Outside the peak
gion some circles are drawn smaller, denoting that in the t
measurements the signal-to-noise ratio decreased to b
30 dB. Over the entire frequency range the circles practic
lie on the solid curve, indicating that the cochlea is inde
reacting in a linear way. For all stimulus levels in the line
range we can expect the same type of relation between
and noise responses. Hence, if we were to plot respons
20- or 30-dB tones,with appropriate scaling, the circles
would again nearly lie on the continuous line.

The upper sets of curves in Fig. 3 illustrate noise~solid
line! and tone results~circles! for a higher level of the noise
stimulus ~80 dB SPL per octave!. The scaling of the noise
response is the same as before so that in the low-frequ
region the solid curve~noise response! lies 30 dB above the

FIG. 3. Comparison of measured responses to tones~circles! and noise
signal components~solid line!. Experiment 9924~amplitudes shown only!.
Data are corrected for the stapes response~see the text!. Two stimulus levels
for the noise signal, 50 and 80 dB SPL per octave. The response to
stronger noise stimulus is compared with responses to tones presen
three levels, 60, 70, and 80 dB SPL. The 70-dB response gives the be
982 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 2, February 2002
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curve for 50 dB per octave. Three sets of tone-response
are shown, measured at three stimulus levels, 60, 70, an
dB ~SPL!. For each set the tone response is scaled with
spect to the stapes response at its own level minus 30 d
that the low-frequency part of the graph nearly coincid
with the noise response. This is not so in the peak reg
where the sharpness depends on level. The tone resp
measured at 70 dB~SPL! produces the best agreement wi
the noise-response curve. Tones at 80 dB~SPL! produce a
response that is too flat, tones at 60 dB~SPL! a response tha
is too sharp. For the optimum stimulus level~70 dB SPL! the
frequency selectivity of the cochlea for tones is virtually t
same as for noise. In other words, for that level the effec
nonlinearity is the same for single pure tones as for com
nents of a noise signal.

Other examples of tone-to-noise comparison are sho
by Figs. 4, 5, and 6. The solid lines show the noise
sponses, the sets of circles the tone responses. For all fig
the reference level is taken from the noise record with
lowest level~for this record the amplitude is plotted as th
ratio of BM to stapes velocity!. In these figures three level
of stimulation are illustrated, one in the linear range and t
high enough to cause appreciable nonlinearity. At the t
higher levels the tone response that produces the best a
ment with the noise response has been selected. For op
agreement the stimulus level of the higher-level tones ha
be 5 to 10 dB lower than that of the noise per octave. T
four figures also illustrate the variability between expe
ments.

The results of Figs. 4–6 confirm the conclusion fro
Fig. 3: for a specific stimulus level the frequency respon
for tones is almost the same as for noise. We do obse
deviations, however, that seem systematic. On the h

he
at

fit.

FIG. 4. Comparison of measured responses to tones~circles! and noise
signal components~solid line!. Experiment 9922. High-, medium-, and low
level responses superimposed~amplitudes shown only!. Levels as indicated.
For amplitude scaling see the text.
E. de Boer and A. L. Nuttall: Tone and noise stimuli
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frequency side, the tone responses have a tendency to
few dB higher than the noise response. In the way of
reasoning presented in Sec. II, some systematic deviat
would be expected. When a sinusoidal wave starts to
proach the region of the response peak, it will find a reg
with less saturation than with a noise stimulus. The pure t
may here be amplified somewhat more than a noise com
nent of the same frequency and level. Let us call this eff
‘‘ a.’’ When the tone-evoked wave has passed the pea
again encounters a region where OHC saturation is less

FIG. 5. Comparison of measured responses to tones~circles! and noise
signal components~solid line!. Experiment 9923. Layout as Fig. 4.

FIG. 6. Comparison of measured responses to tones~circles! and noise
signal components~solid line!. Experiment 9920. Layout as Fig. 4.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 2, February 2002
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tone than for noise. In that region we may again expect
tone response to be slightly stronger than a noise compo
response, and we will call this effect ‘‘b.’’ Apparently, in
Figs. 3–6 evidence of effect ‘‘b’’ is small but visible, but
effect ‘‘a’’ cannot be seen. Why does this near-equivalen
in frequency response between tones and noise exist?
why are the expected effects ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘ b’’ so small? To
explain these results it is necessary to go into modeling
the cochlea in more detail.

V. PROPAGATION OF SINUSOIDAL WAVES IN A
NONLINEAR MODEL

We will apply the same ‘‘locally active’’ model~see Fig.
1! as used in preceding papers of the present series to
case of tonal stimulation. As stated in the Introduction,
OHCs are assumed to be nonlinear for strong stimuli a
result of~partial! saturation. In contrast, the two transform
tions H1 and H2 are linear. Both transformations may well b
frequency- and place dependent and thus act as filters
Appendix A a number of relevant relations are derived wh
will be used in what follows.

In order to develop a method to compute the propaga
of a sinusoidal signal in this nonlinear model, two basic pr
ciples will be needed. The first one is that in the major par
the model the degree of distortion will be small so that so
form of approximation method~or variational analysis! can
be applied. For noise stimulation—as studied earlie
combination tones formed by the multitude of frequen
components are neglected~shown as justified in de Boer
1997a!. For tone stimulation second- and higher-order h
monics can be neglected so that for the first harmonic
model acts as alinear model ~see for further justification
Kanis and de Boer, 1993, 1997!. The second principle is tha
the local propagation of a cochlear wave is mainly dete
mined by thelocal BM impedanceZBM(x,v) and its varia-
tion with x. The ‘‘classical’’ LG or WKB6 solution utilizes
that notion in the computation of waves in complicated c
chlear models@key papers: Steele and Taber~1979, 1981!,
generalized analyses of two- and three-dimensional mod
de Boer and Viergever~1982, 1984!#.

It is easy to understand that the pressure compon
padd(x,v), when divided by the BM velocityvBM(x,v), pro-
duces anadditivecontribution to the basilar-membrane~BM!
impedanceZBM(x,v). In other words, the BM impedance i
intrinsically built up from two components, the second
which being generated by OHCs, is subject to saturation
Part III the effect of saturation was expressed by the e
ciency coefficientg that is equal to 1 for weak stimuli and
viable cochlea, and approaches zero for stronger stimuli o
the case of cochlear pathology. The two-component conc
of the BM impedance is expressed by Eq.~A8b! of Appendix
A. Application of the two principles of the preceding par
graph leads to the assumption that, at every locationx, the
BM impedance is composed of two terms but thatfor tone
stimulation the efficiency coefficientg depends onlocal
stimulation and thus is a functiong(x) of x. This is ex-
pressed by the following modification of the aforemention
equation:
983E. de Boer and A. L. Nuttall: Tone and noise stimuli
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ZBM~x,v!5Zpass~x,v!1g~x!Zmact~x,v!. ~1!

The functionZpass(x,v) is derived from the postmortem re
sponse. The functionZmact(x,v) is found as the difference o
the BM impedances corresponding to~a! a low-level re-
sponse from a viable cochlea and~b! the postmortem re-
sponse. It is repeated that the additivity of the terms in
~1! stems from the fact that the pressurepadd(x,t) in Fig. 1 is
to beaddedto the local pressurep(x,t). Once we knowg(x)
as a function ofx, and thus the form ofZBM(x,v), propaga-
tion of a pure tone in the~nonlinear! model can be compute
from a linear model.

Let us now briefly recapitulate how the two-compone
theory was used in Part III to account for the effect of stim
lus level and how individual experiments were handled. T
information is needed in order to develop the method
compare responses to tones and noise in the present p
The stimulus signal in the earlier work was a wide band
noise. The OHC input signal~deflection of the stereocilia!
was assumed to be proportional tov rms, a ‘‘synthetic’’ rms
value, which served as a kind of normalized BM veloc
amplitude. In the first instancev rms was made proportional to
the stimulus amplitudeA1, but a correction factorC1 was
included to express amplitude compression

v rms5A1C1 . ~2!

Both factors depend on stimulus levelL. For 0-dB stimula-
tion level A1 equals 1, for 20 dB 10, for 40 dB 100, and s
on. The compression factorC1 gradually decreases from 1 t
zero for increasing stimulus level, and is around 0.5 for l
els of 80 to 90 dB~Part III, Figs. 7 and 8!. Neither of the two
factors depends onx because for wideband noise the rms B
velocity is ~approximately! the same at all locations. Eac
experiment was characterized by an individual normalizat
factorv1 by whichv rms was scaled. According to the EQ-N
theorem~de Boer, 1997a!, the efficiencyg of OHC transduc-
tion is proportional to the average slope of the transduc
transfer function, averaged over the OHC input signal’s
cursions, i.e., averaged over a Gaussian noise signal
v rms/v1 as its rms value. The nonlinear OHC transducti
function is assumed to be the same for all experime
Taken together, these steps were sufficient to computeg as a
function of stimulus levelL for each individual experiment
It was shown in Part III that for noise responses the mo
response resynthesized from the two-component BM imp
ance agrees well with experimental data, over the en
range of stimulus levels~L! explored. For different experi
mentsv1 had to be different, and this was the only parame
to distinguish one experiment from another.

All this applies to~broadband! noise stimuli. The proce-
dure now needs to be adapted to tones. Instead ofv rms ~valid
for uniformly exciting noise! we will define a synthetic rms
value v tone(x) for tone stimulation, but this is no longer
constant. It has become a function of locationx. In lieu of
Eq. ~2! we write

v tone~x!5A1C2~x!, ~3!

where the factorA1 is proportional to the signal amplitude
but now that of the stimulating tone. The factorC2(x) is
984 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 2, February 2002
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normalized in such a way that, when it would be evalua
for noise stimulation~at the appropriate stimulus level!, and
summed over all contributing frequency components,C2(x)
would be equal toC1. The method for this summation i
detailed in Appendix A. The quotientv tone(x)/v1 is used to
find the effective degree of saturation, in other words,
value ofg(x). Appendix B gives details of this transforma
tion ~the result of which is slightly different for tones an
noise signals!.

Thevariationsof C2(x) for tones withx should parallel
the variationsof the ciliary excitation signaldcil(x,v). Ap-
pendix A describes how the signaldcil(x,v) depends on the
BM velocity vBM(x,v). We repeat Eq.~A9!

dcil~x,v!52
Zmact~x,v!

2S0~x!
vBM~x,v!, ~4!

whereS0(x) is a parameter with the character of stiffness.
conform with response scaling~frequency versus location!,
the parameterS0(x) should be proportional to the square
the local frequency associated withx. However, in the sum-
mation over frequency componentsS0(x) in Eq. ~4! remains
constant. Relation~4! holds true when the transformationH2

from pOHC(x,t) to padd(x,t) is taken to be unity. It will be
shown further on that in the context of the present pa
elaborations on other choices forH2 are not strictly neces-
sary.

The procedure is now as follows. Start by assuming t
the local tone responsevBM(x,v)—as a function ofx—is
like that for the corresponding component of a noise sign
presented at an appropriate stimulus level. Computev tone(x)
from vBM(x,v) using Eqs.~4! and ~3!, and deriveg(x) for
all locations x. Finally, generate the BM impedanc
ZBM(x,v) from Eq. ~1!, and compute the response of th
model to the tone~do ‘‘resynthesis’’!. The result, again a
function vBM(x,v) of x, will differ somewhat from the ini-
tially assumed response. Computev tone(x) and g(x) again,
and perform a few iterations~as is characteristic of the wor
of Kanis and de Boer! until sufficient convergence is ob
tained. As long asg(x) faithfully represents how the firs
harmonic of the signal is compressed, the implied appro
mation is accurate. When indeed noise and tone respo
are comparable, using the appropriately chosen noise-der
function vBM(x,v) in the first step already produces an a
ceptable result. For experiments 9920, 9922, 9923, and 9
that first step produces a tone-response result that is not m
than 5 dB different from the ultimate result.

We found that three steps of iteration are sufficient
reduce variations to less than 2 dB. We interpret this ra
convergence as confirming the validity of the model us
We do not believe that a different ‘‘division of labor’’ be
tween the two transformationsH1 and H2 would lead to a
materially different result. Therefore, in view of the prese
findings there is no need to investigate other choices for
transformationH2.
E. de Boer and A. L. Nuttall: Tone and noise stimuli
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VI. RESULTS II. COCHLEAR PATTERNS FOR TONE
AND NOISE

Figure 7 shows as an example of a result, the amplit
of the model response to a sinusoidal stimulus compare
that for a wideband noise signal, both plotted as functions
locationx. The dashed line shows~as in Fig. 2! the propaga-
tion of a component of the noise signal~80 dB per octave!,
for experiment 9922~the same experiment as was used
Fig. 4!. The solid line illustrates the solution of the mod
equation for a sinusoidal stimulus~presented at 70 dB!. From
the figure it is apparent that the computed tone respons
very close in amplitude to the noise response. A sim
agreement will exist in the frequency domain. A third cur
is present: the dash-dot line, which shows the local effec
OHC efficiencyg(x). This curve has its ordinate scale, goin
from zero to 1, on the right. It is seen thatg(x) starts on the
left near 1~corresponding to weak excitation! and decrease
to appreciably lower values in the region of the respo
peak.

For the preceding figures the ‘‘high’’ noise levels we
selected as 70 and 90 dB per octave. For the present and
figures we used 80 dB per octave because that yields a v
for the averageg between 0.6 and 0.8. As can be seen fro
Fig. 11~Appendix B!, in this regiong is the most sensitive to
variations in excitation. Hence, this is the best region
exploring deviations between noise and tone responses.
the legends to this and the following figures for the values
g applying to the noise responses.

Figures 8, 9, and 10 show results derived from ba
data for three other experiments. Compare these figures
Figs. 5, 6, and 3, respectively. Note that for both Figs
~experiment! and 9 ~theory! a smaller level difference be
tween tone and noise was used than in the other figu
From all four figures we can draw the same conclusion,
we also observe that there is a wide variation in the cours

FIG. 7. Propagation of a pure tone~16.6 kHz! in a cochlear model~ampli-
tude shown only!. Noise-response data from experiment 9922. Dashed l
resynthesized response with uniform gamma~g50.67!, representative for a
single component of a noise signal. Solid line: computed for pure to
Dash-dot line: the location-dependent OHC efficiencyg(x), scale~0 to 1!
on the right.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 2, February 2002
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g(x) as a function ofx. In the final section of this paper we
return to this finding.

VII. INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSION

In this report we have demonstrated that the response
the cochlea to tones is, to a good approximation, equival
to that of components of a noise signal. As a matter of fa
stimuli of the appropriate levels have to be compared; s
Fig. 3. We found that equivalence in the data and have c
roborated it by theory. Briefly: insofar as frequency filterin
~the differential treatment of frequencies! is concerned, the
cochlea is not ‘‘more nonlinear’’ or ‘‘less nonlinear’’ for
tones than for noise. For tone stimulation the signal at
input of the OHCs is~nearly! sinusoidal. For a noise stimulus

:

e.

FIG. 8. Propagation of a pure tone~16.9 kHz! in a cochlear model~ampli-
tude shown only!. Noise-response data from experiment 9923. Dashed li
resynthesized response with uniform gamma (g50.61!, representative for a
single component of a noise signal. Solid line: computed for pure to
Dash-dot line: the location-dependent OHC efficiencyg(x), scale~0 to 1!
on the right.

FIG. 9. Propagation of a pure tone~17.1 kHz! in a cochlear model~ampli-
tude shown only!. Noise-response data from experiment 9920. Dashed li
resynthesized response with uniform gamma (g50.82!, representative for a
single component of a noise signal. Solid line: computed for pure to
Dash-dot line: the location-dependent OHC efficiencyg(x), scale~0 to 1!
on the right.
985E. de Boer and A. L. Nuttall: Tone and noise stimuli
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it is a multicomponent signal. In both cases the degree
saturation is determined by the~average! rms amplitude of
the total signal at the input to the OHCs. Here lies the root
the comparison between tone and noise responses. Note
with the model that we use—in which the efficiency coef
cient g(x) is a function of locationx—the full extent of the
variations of the response with stimulus levelL can now be
explained. This holds for noise as well as for tones. W
respect to frequency filtering of stationary signals, t
cochlea acts almost as an intensity-dependent linear filte

As described in Sec. IV, we may have expected sm
differences in level between noise and tone responses, ef
‘‘ a’’ and ‘‘ b.’’ Effect a is not found in the experimental data
and appears only as very small in the model results.
explanation why effecta is so small can be found from th
course of the local efficiency functiong(x). This function is
not only well below 1 in the peak region but also mo
basally. Apparently, the domain over which a pure to
causes saturation~nonlinearity! extends sufficiently far to the
left of the peak region to make the difference between e
tation by tones and by noise minimal. In this respect, it m
be expected that variations ing(x) would cause correspond
ing variations in suppression of high-frequency by lo
frequency tones, upward suppression. Note that in the fi
of psychophysics, upward suppression would contribute
upward spread of masking~increased nonlinearity above
suppressing tone’s frequency!. It is worthwhile to delve
deeper into this topic.

As regards effectb, we found evidence of it in the dat
but detected it also in the low-level data.7 It is not present in
the model results; on the contrary, the theoretical tone
sponses seem to have a small negative effectb, even at low
levels. This may indicate an inadequacy of the model.
should realize that our computation method has been ch
as the one that corresponds most closely to our insight.
a hybrid method, based on one of the principles of the LG
WKB method, but it does not utilize the concept of the wa

FIG. 10. Propagation of a pure tone~16.7 kHz! in a cochlear model~am-
plitude shown only!. Noise-response data from experiment 9924. Das
line: resynthesized response with uniform gamma (g50.69!, representative
for a single component of a noise signal. Solid line: computed for pure t
Dash-dot line: the location-dependent OHC efficiencyg(x), scale~0 to 1!
on the right.
986 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 2, February 2002
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numberk~x! at all. In fact, the actual model computation
performed not as in the WKB or LG approximation but
the ‘‘exact’’ way, via solution of a matrix equation. In view
of this we should not pay particular attention to deviations
1 to 2 dB.

A single, very strong sinusoid will be distorted heavi
~by the OHCs! but the harmonics cannot propagate~their
frequencies are above the local best frequency!. That has
been the main reason why, in computing wave propagat
we could concentrate on the first harmonic. Whentwo tones
are presented, there will arise a host of distortion produ
~DPs! and many of them~intermodulation products! can and
will propagate. With the experience gained by the pres
work, the propagation of these DPs can be computed acc
ing to the same modeling concept. It is in this area where
might need to investigate the possible influence of the tra
formationH2, namely, whether or not DPs undergo a seco
filtering ~cf. Allen and Fahey, 1993 versus Kanis and
Boer, 1997!.

In one respect tones, signals consisting of a finite nu
ber of fixed frequency components, and random-noise
nals are similar: all are stationary signals. Our understand
of how the cochlea processes stationary signals is fairly c
plete now. It is fornon-stationary~rapidly varying! signals
that we have to extend our repertoire of mathematical op
tions in order to formulate and verify a satisfactory theor
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APPENDIX A: THE INPUT SIGNAL OF OUTER HAIR
CELLS

In this Appendix the effective strength of excitation
OHCs is computed. The model on which this is based
briefly described in the Introduction, and illustrated by F
1. Input to the OHCs is the signaldcil(x,t), the deflection of
the OHC stereocilia, and output the pressurepOHC(x,t) de-
veloped in the immediate surroundings of these cells. T
instantaneous nonlinear transduction function of the OHC
expressed by

pOHC~x,t !5S0d1F @dcil~x,t !/d1#, ~A1!

whered1 is a scaling factor fordcil(x,t), F(•) is a saturating,
no-memory, nonlinear real function, andS0 is a constant.
The functionF(•) is assumed to be equal to its argument
very small values of the argument and to remain finite
extreme values of the argument. Equation~A1! is identical to
Eq. ~B1! of Appendix B in Part III. For very small signals
Eq. ~A1! reads

pOHC~x,t !5S0dcil~x,t ! when udcil~x,t !u!d1 , ~A2!

d

e.
E. de Boer and A. L. Nuttall: Tone and noise stimuli
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whereS0 is the only factor relatingpOHC(x,t) to dcil(x,t). It
is assumed thatdcil(x,t) is a linear transform of the BM
velocity vBM(x,t)

dcil~x,t !5@H1
(op)#vBM~x,t !, ~A3!

whereH1
(op) is a linear operator~it includes the integration

operator transforming velocity into displacement! corre-
sponding to the transformationH1 in Fig. 1. The filtering in
H1

(op) will be frequency- and place dependent. In a mo
general setting,H1

(op) may operate over a certain range ofx
values—such as in a ‘‘non-classical’’ model~Steeleet al.,
1993; Geisler and Sang, 1995; Fukazawa, 1997; de B
1997b!, but we restrict ourselves here to the simpler case
a ‘‘classical’’ model whereH1

(op) operates on thelocal veloc-
ity. We will use symbols with timet replaced by radian fre
quencyv to denote the corresponding variables in the f
quency domain and tacitly imply that a Fouri
transformation has taken place. In the frequency domain,
~A3! is then written as

dcil~x,v!5H1~x,v!vBM~x,v!, ~A4!

where H1(x,v) is the transfer function corresponding
H1

(op) . Notice that H1
(op) and H1(x,v) do not depend on

stimulus level since the transformationH1 is linear. The re-
lation betweenpOHC(x,t) and the pressurepadd(x,t) near the
BM is expressed in a similar way by

padd~x,t !5@H2
(op)#pOHC~x,t !, ~A5!

with its frequency-domain counterpart

padd~x,v!5H2~x,v!pOHC~x,v!. ~A6!

H2
(op) andH2(x,v) represent the filtering frompOHC(x,t) to

pact(x,t) which, again, is linear. For reasons of simplicity w
assume thatH2

(op) is the unity operator so thatH2(x,v) is
identically equal to 1. This choice means that we consider
frequency- and place dependence of the feedback loo
Fig. 1 as concentrated in the transformationH1(x,v). Pos-
sible effects of this restriction would only be expected in t
treatment of distortion products, which is outside the sco
of this paper.

All parameters and variables that are functions of botx
andv are assumed to ‘‘scale,’’ i.e., any change inv can be
offset by a change inx. This transformation implies a
‘‘cochlear map’’ which, again for reasons of simplicity,
assumed to be linear fromx to the logarithm ofv. The factor
S0 in Eq. ~A1! has the dimension and the character of st
ness, andS0 is assumed to vary~exponentially! with x but
not to depend onv. Therefore, in what follows it is written
asS0(x).

The pressure componentpadd(x,v), when divided by the
BM velocity vBM(x,v), produces anadditivecontribution to
the basilar-membrane~BM! impedanceZBM(x,v) that we
call Zadd(x,v); it is defined by

Zadd~x,v!5
22padd~x,v!

vBM~x,v!
. ~A7!

The concept of an impedance is relevant in a linear syst
i.e., in the weak-signal case. If we introduceZmact(x,v) for
the maximum value ofZadd(x,v) ~associated with the weak
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 2, February 2002
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est stimuli!, and call the BM impedance without the contr
bution of the OHCsZpass(x,v), the total BM impedance
ZBM(x,v) in the weak-signal case is equal to the sum of t
components

ZBM~x,v!5Zpass~x,v!1Zmact~x,v!. ~A8a!

In the more general case, where the OHCs partly saturate
concept of impedance can be retained for wideband n
stimulation@the EQ-NL theorem~de Boer, 1997a!#. The term
Zadd(x,v) will then include the real coefficientg so that Eq.
~A8a! changes into

ZBM~x,v!5Zpass~x,v!1gZmact~x,v!. ~A8b!

For very weak signalsg equals 1, and with increasing sign
strength it decreases towards zero; see Part III where
‘‘two-component theory of the BM impedance’’ is worke
out in detail. The parameterg is the only factor that varies
with stimulus level; the basic parameter functionsZpass(x,v)
and Zmact(x,v) do not depend on stimulus level. Furthe
more, for wideband, flat-spectrum noise signalsg does not
depend onv or x.

Returning to the weak-signal case, we can combine
~A2! with Eqs. ~A6! and ~A7! and arrive at the following
expression for the signaldcil(x,v) at the input to the OHCs

dcil~x,v!52
Zmact~x,v!

2S0~x!
vBM~x,v!. ~A9!

Although this relation is derived for weak signals it remai
valid for any stimulus level and any stimulus type becau
the transformationH1 is linear. The impedanceZmact(x,v)
can be estimated from an experiment with a weaknoise
stimulus and an experiment postmortem@Eq. ~A8a!#. We
would only need an estimate ofS0(x) to know the transfor-
mation ~A9! completely.

For stimulation with anoisesignal all frequency com-
ponents of the noise have to be taken into account. When
noise signal has components at radian frequenciesv j (2`
, j ,`), Eq. ~A9! must be summed over all frequency com
ponents of the noise and Fourier transformed to find the t
function dcil(x,t). The variance ofdcil(x,t) is found as the
sum of the intensities of all the components, Eq.~A9! with
v j substituted forv. In the summationS0(x) remains the
same. For this operation we need to scale the impeda
Zmact(x,v) ~which has been determined as a function ofx for
constantv to become a function ofv for constantx. Loca-
tion x is scaled to radian frequencyv according to the in-
verse of the transformation fromv to x; for the impedance a
factor v has to be included.

APPENDIX B: OHC TRANSDUCTION FUNCTION

For a no-memory transducer with transducer funct
F(•) and input signalu, the average efficiency coefficientg
of OHC transduction is given by

g5E
2`

`

F 8~u!P~u!du, ~B1!

whereP~u! is the probability density of the signalu, F8(•) is
the derivative ofF(•), which should be a monotonically
987E. de Boer and A. L. Nuttall: Tone and noise stimuli
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decreasing function of the magnitude of its argument, a
F8(0) is assumed to be equal to 1. Then, for very sm
signals the coefficientg is equal to 1. For stronger signalsg
expresses, by its reduction from 1, the average state of s
ration in the system.

For stimulation with noise the probability distribution o
dcil(x,t) will be nearly Gaussian. The efficiency coefficie
gG is the average slopeF8(u) of F(u) over the values of
@dcil(x,t)/d1# for a Gaussian distribution

gG5E
2`

`

F8~adcil /d1!Pg~a!da, ~B2!

wherePg~•! stands for the Gaussian probability density fun
tion with unity variance. The normalizing factord1 plays the
same role as in Part III. In Sec. V of the present pa
@dcil(x,t)/d1# is expressed in the ‘‘synthetic’’ forms
@v rms/v1# and@v tone(x)/v1#, for noise and tone, respectivel
and by way of the factorn1 it is adapted to an individua
experiment.

For sinusoidal stimulation the corresponding efficien
coefficientgS will be equal to the first Fourier component o
the distorted signalF@dcil(x,t)/d1# divided by the original
signal’s amplitude

gS~x!5~2/p!E
0

p

F@ udcil~x!/d1u•sinw#

3sinw dw/u~dcil~x!/d1!u. ~B3!

In Sec. V it is explained how the quotient@dcil(x,t)/d1# is
estimated in the form of@v tone(x)/v1#, again adapted to an
individual experiment.

Our function F(u) is based on the hyperbolic tange
function used by Kanis and de Boer~1993!. A weighted sum
of two such functions has a two-stage variation of the slo
which corresponds better to the nonlinear odd-order cha
ter of measured hair-cell transfer functions~cf. Geisler, 1998,
Figs. 8.3 and 8.5!

F~u!5@ tanhw1c tanh~w/c!#/~11c!, ~B4!

FIG. 11. Gamma (gG for Gaussian noise andgS for tones! as a function of
udcilu/d1 ~abscissa in dB!. Solid line: gG ~for Gaussian noise!, dottedline: gS

~for a tone! but in this caseudcilu/d1 is taken as 1.78 times the value on th
abscissa. In the text this factor is rounded off to 2.
988 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 2, February 2002
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where

w5~11c!u/2. ~B5!

The parameterc is a constant which must be nonzero. F
every~nonzero! value ofc the functionF(u) has unity slope
at u50 and it reaches11 for u→` and 21 for u→2`.
For c51 F(u) reduces to a single tanh function. The para
eterc is taken equal to 0.2. Foru51, F(u) is equal to 0.613.

It is illuminating to comparegG for Gaussian noise with
gS for tones. In Fig. 11 thesolid line showsgG from Eq.
~B2! ~for Gaussian noise! as a function ofudcilu/d1~on a log
scale!. The dashedline illustratesgS from Eq. ~B3! ~for a
tone! but udcilu/d1 is taken as 1.78 times the value on th
abscissa. The two curves are nearly coincident; the dif
ences are of the order of 2%. Apparently, the two functio
demonstrate very similar behavior of the efficiency coe
cient as a result of OHC saturation. The sinusoidal signa
about half as effective in reducing the efficiencyg as a noise
signal of the same rms value. This is easily understood fr
the shape of the signal distribution function: the waveform
the sine signal never exceeds the maximum value, whe
signal values for a noise signal cover a large range out
the rms value. The ratio of 1.78 and 2.0 amounts to app
1 dB and will be neglected.

1In this paper we assume that the transformationH1 is a local one. Equiva-
lently, we assume a classical model~cf. Appendix A and de Boer, 1997b!.

2We have presented pseudorandom noise which has a periodic wave
and, therefore, analyzes into discrete components. In our case the co
nents were separated by 50.78 Hz.

3In comparing responses to tones and noise the effective stimulus level
similar, therefore, phase differences will be minimal.

4The present study was consistent with NIH guidelines for humane tr
ment of animals and was reviewed and approved by the Oregon He
Sciences Committee on the Use and Care of Animals.

5The stapes response was measured postmortem. We acquired the
response in the form of a cross-correlation function~ccf! for wideband
noise. This stapes ccf can serve to normalize noise as well as ton
sponses.

6LG stands for Liouville–Green, WKB for Wentzel, Kramers, and Brilloui
7One possible influence in the data could be due to efferent effects.
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